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1. Eve~ ton of produce moved in India, whatever its ultimate 
destination or method of transport, ·must travel by cart for the first stage 
of its journey. The bullock cart has continued unchanged for five 
thousand years aud there is little reason to su.ppose that it will be supplant
ed in our time by any other method as a primary means of transport. 
So long as the road trmport requirements were such that they could be 
met by this type of conveyance, it' was a comparatively easy matter to 
maintain roads in suitable manner. 

2. The bullock cart, however, specially the iron tyred variety, is 
a serious destroyer of the road. Ordinary water bound macadam which 
formerly wore into 'tolerably smooth ruts under slow traffic, breaks up 
rapidly under the combined grinding action of the slow iron tyre and the 
suction and scattering of the fines cauged by the fast rubber tyred wheel. 
?'dodern tar or asphalt painted surfaces seem to be able to withstand the 
iron tyred wheel even less, the water proof skin being quickly broken by 

. the high concentration of load. 

3. Road Engineers have been much disturbed by the destructive 
tendency 1,f the narrow iron tyre and there have been fr~quent discussions 
in. vS.tious engineering societies in India on this subject. Whilst no 
engineer denies the de,tructive action of the iron tyred bullock cart, 
opinion is divided as to the extent to which this is a problem and even 
more divided as to the means nere,sa•·y for its solution. There are all 
shades of opinion from the heroic remedy of placing all of India's seven 
million carts on pneumatic tyres, at a cost of •omething like a 100 crores, 
Or the even more heroic suggestion of converting Inrlin!s 70,000 miles of 
metalled road to concrete at a cost of 150 crores, to the other extreme 
which maintains that there is no bullock cart problem. 

4. Whilst the special type of cart which takes 35 and sometimes 
as much as 50 maunds may give spectacular proof of the damage done 
and the figure for the load concentration per square inch may he startling, 
casual observation in all parts of the country gives the impression that 
the general capacity of a cart averages less than 15 maunds. Similarly, 
in many parts, one may go miles and meet hundreds of carts without 
seeing a steel tyre. It is arguable that a steel tyrcd cart carrying only 
10-15 maunds, cannot cause very much damage, even if the tyre is narrow 
to begin with and gets rounded with use, hut the wooden tyred cart can 
hardly be accused of being a serious road destroyer. 

6. The only type of road that will stand up to the heavily 
loaded steel tyre is concrete, the really sensible wheel for any road 
llan•Iort pmpoEe is the pneumatic tF<d one. What should he one's . . 
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objective then, the concrete road or the pneumatic tyre 1 Would the 
answer vary for different areas 1 It would depend upon the numbers of 
heavy carts, the work they are engaged on, and the milage of road they 
use. 

6. Though the total number of bullock carts in each province, 
perhaps in each district, is known, little information about these is 
available: for example, the type of carts, the loads they carry, the number 
of days worked or the milages travelled. Existing information such as 
figures of population, number and size of villages, area of ~Kriculturalland, 
agricultural produce, land revenue and its incidence, roadl,niiages, when 
examined against the "cart population" of each province, show some 
interesting regularities and some curious anomalies. 

7. Such aatistical information as has been published or is readily 
available, has been collected in the annexed table. It is interesting to 
observe from this table the inter-relation between the size of villages, 
density of population, density of cultivation, and to compare these with 
the cart population of the province. Other figures bearing on the problem 
have been collected in the same table. In order to judge their inter
relation and to compare the provinces, averages have been deduced from 
the information collected. 

8. One may expect that the number of carts would depend upon the 
agricultural produce and the population in an area, and this assumption 
is largely borne out in actual practice. This is noticed if the provinces 
are placed in the order of the num her of carts per thousand tons of pro
duce, or per thousand of population, or per square mile of agricultural 
area. 

Carta per Carta per 1000 Carta per 
1000 persona. tons produce. square mile 

1. C.P. 69.3 I. C.P. 296 I. C.P. 22.3 
2. Bombay 38.7 2. Bombay 183 2. Madras 19.2 
3. Bihar 37.6 3. Madras 137 3. U.P. 18.0 
4. Madras 25.1 4. Orissa 120 4. Bengal 17.6 
5. Sind :!2.5 5. Sind 95 5. Orissa 14.2 
6. Orissa 20.4 6. Bihar 94 6. Bihar 14.1 
7. U.P. 20.0 7. U.P. 82 7. Bombay 11.4 
8. Punjab 11.6 8. Bengal 72 8. Sind 6.3 
9. Bengal 11.1 9. Punjab 53 9. Punjab 6.0 

10. Assam 7.1 10. Assam 35 10. Assam 5.8 
11. N.W.F.P. 1.8 ll. N.W.F.P. 8 11. N.W.F.P. 1.3 

9. It will be seen that C.P. is consistently first, whilst the Punjab, 
Assam and N.W.F.P. remain 8th or 9th, lOth and 11th respectively in each 
case. 'l'his is peculiar when it is remembered that the Punjab is considered 
a rich province, whilst C.P. is considered poor. Though both have about 
the same agricultural area, the Punjab produces more than double the 
C.P. Leaving aside Assam and N.W.F.P. which have very speoial geo
physical characteristics, the range between the remaining 9 provinces is 
enormous, the highest figure being as much as six times the lowest. The 
abnormally low cart population in N.W.F.P. and Assam and to a certain . . 
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extent, Sind, can be explained by the nature of the terrain which either 
due to mountainous, desert, or dense jungle conditions, militates against 
agricultural exploitation of the land. 

10. One would expect some uniformity about the number of carts 
per 1000 tons of produce but here the variation is greatest, 
C.P. boing 37 times as much as NW.F.P. and 6 times as much as the 
Punjab. The latter is surprising since these provinces produce nearly 
twice as much per square mile (line 47) as C.P. It cannot be 
explained by the supposition that one province produces more in the way 
of money crops than the other, because the opposite holds true between the 
Punjab and C.P. and there is conflicting relation between the production 
of money orops and the incidence of carts amongst the other )'aplll!'ticm. 

-;No·.-.-:.../). 
11. The difference can. therefore, only be explained by assuming that 

in certain regions carts carry more and/or work for greater number of days 
in the year than in others. Such an inference seems to be supported by 
the great variation in the number of bullocks per cart (line 71). For 
instance, in the Punjab which produces a study draught animal, there 
is a population of about 12 animals per cart, whilst in.C.P. where animals 
are small tbe figure is 3!, a proportion which may at first sight appear 
to be contradictory. Comparisons of figures for other provinces, specially 
U.P., Bihar, Bengal and Madras show that there are too many variables 
to permit of general conclusions. It is revealing that the only average 
which shows a remarkable uniformity amongst all the Provinces is the 
figure of average production per head (line 49). The agricultural 
production for the whole of India, food grains plus money crops, amounts 
to the low figure of 5! maunds yearly, barely half a seer of food grains 
a day per head. 

12. Engineers need no warning about the care with which averages 
are to be used for coming to any conclusion. Thus whilst the average 
village population, (line 30\ should be regarded with caution, the averages 
in lines 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 are accurate and interesting and thnse in lines 
24 and 27, practically meaningless. Similarly, the figure of average 
expenditure on roads, which is the average expenditure per mile for all 
roads, both metalled and unmetalled (line 59), should be taken 
as no more than indicating whether a province is hot or cold on its roads, 
and even then it gives no indication of extent or adequacy of the road 
system. 

13. The moving of agricultural produce is after all the main reason 
for the existence of the cart and this produce may properly be taken as a 
fair index of its work. Averaging this produce, especially between high 
and low value crops, say from bajra to tea, must therefore be accepted 
with this fact in mind. With this reservation, one would not go far wrong 
in taking this average as a fair comparative measure of the work that the 
bullock cart is called upon to perform. It is true, it is not always carry· 
lng the final product of farming and is working on numerous other errands 
in the course of its existence ; on the other hand, not all the agricultural 
produce of the country finds its way to the market or the railway. 
Indeed, it would appear from the average production of half-a-seer per 
head, per day, that the major portion of the grain produced must be a 
subsistence crop. 
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14. One is not far wrong in assuming as a rough generalisation, 
that the total extent of rural cart transport is equal to the total agricultural 
production. This is corroborated by the figure fur total good• transported 
by the Indian rmlways which averaged 105 million tons annually for 
the 10 years preceding the war. Of this, about 25 million tons was 
coal alone. The raHway figure• are for tmffie in both directions, that is 
to and from the ports, and amount to approximately double the agricul
tural production of British lndta. A valual>le cheek on the extent of 
tra!lic hy cart would be provided if figure. were available of the total 
railway tmffic originating 11nd arriving in 11 district. To ascertain this 
for each district would perlmp< entail too much labour, though it is con
ceivable that this may l>e worth while, for instance, for a proper appecia
tion of road competition or of deficiency in rural communications and 
similar investigation. It would serve our purpose however if this infor
mation was available for districts in which it is proposed to carry out the 
cart survey. Unfortunately information cmmectcd with railways is 
U8ually collected and published by systems or units of railways and it is 
difficult to get figures by areas. Traffic figures even for whole Province 
are not readily obtainable and it has not been po•sible, therefore, to give 
in the annexed table anything but the total railway milage by Provinces; 
it has not been possible even to indicate separately Class I and Class II 
railways. 

15. In connection with the railway milage in each Province, it is 
interesting to note that the figures of average area of agricultural land 
served per mile of railway •how an unexpected degree of uniformity. 
This is surprising in the face of the large variations between Provinces in 
the density of population, in production per square mile, and especially 
the great variation in road milage per unit of population or of area. With 
the exception of Sind, a considerable portion of the railway milage of 
which is a corridor to the North, there is also a fair uniformity in the 
figure of produce for each Province per mile of railway. 

16. The railway system of India would seem to be better planned 
than the road syst.em which shows great variation between the Provinces, 
in the road available for the same amount of produce or the same number• 
of people. It is perhaps in this partieultLr aspect that the warning 
against averages uttered in para. 12 is most apt. The average of a mile 
of metalled road per 6.2 square miles of agricultural land would not be 
considered bad by the standards of other agricultural countries; only 
it must be remembered that the metalled milage does not serve agricul
tural area alone and that the quality of metalled road in one region may 
be very different from that in another. A curious coincidence is that the 
average for the Punjab, the Province with some of the best roads in India, 
should be the same as that for Bengal, reputed to be one of the Provinces 
most la.cking in roads. 

17. T~e average amount of produce, and hence transport, for a 
bullock cart, 1s shown to be 250 maunds (line 5:l) ; at tho highest (omitting 
N.W.F.P., and Assam), it is 500 maunds and the lowest, 100 maunds. At 
the most this would mean an average of ten to twenty trips for a cart in a 
year. This makes one doubt if there is a. bullock cart problem. Of course, 
the problem exists because we have all been concerned, at one time or 
another, at tho havoc caused on ro~ds within our charge by the bullock 
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cart. But what length of the 70,000 metalled miles of India is subje"t to 
this grinding and how many of India's seven million carts are the 
offenders ! 

18. There is no data. on which a. conclusion can be arrived at or 
consideration based and all the necess~ry information has to be collected. 
Hence the necessity of a bullock cart survey (not census) for India. It is 
required to know, what types of carts there are, what they carry, how 
many days they work, how many days they use the roads, how many are 
the property of professional ca.rtmen, what are the materials and dimen
sions of their tyros, etc., before a considered opinion can be formed on the 
extent of the bullock cart problem and the measures to meet it, The 
Indian Roads Congress has attempted to collect through members of tho 
Council, sketches or diagrams of the types of carts in common use 
within the sphere of their activities. Sketches for about 60 types of 
wheels and carts have been received from all Provinces except Madras 
and from some States and are filed in the office of the Indian Roads 
Congress. This information is by no means exhaustive, the chief lack 
being particulars of tare weight and carrying capacity, and it only serves 
to show the very great diversity of types that may be expected. 

19. A census of the six million odd cart.• in British India to obtain 
t.hese particulars would mean enormous labour, expense, and a lot of 
time i results, however, to practically the Mame degree of accuracy can he 
obtained by a properly conducted random sample survey. Mr. Yeatts, Com
missioner for the 1941 Census, informs the author that random sampling 
of 1 in 50 frequently gave results within one-half per cent of the 
full count. For the purposes of a correct appreciation of the bullock c"rt 
problem, no such high degree of accuracy is required. 

20. No survey of bullock carts and their working can be complete 
without particulars of the bullocks also. Regarding their draught capa
uity, the author is informed by the Animal Husbandry Commissioner that 
the height of the animal behind the hump is a simple and reliable working 
index of the animal's pulling power. This height is measured in inches, 
During the course of survey, it would be a simple matter to enumerate 
the number of working bulls and their height. 

21. If 1 in every 200 of the 6! million bullock carts in British India 
is to be counted, over 30,000 carts would have to be surveyed. A""uming 
that an enumerator can survey four carts in an hour, he would be able to 
deal with 20 carts in a day, allowing for time to get from vill.,ge to vill
age. This means about 1600 man-days for the work. If 20 enumerators 
were employed the count would be made in 80 d11ys, say four months 
allowing for transfer from area to area, rest days etc, The problem is 
therefore one of quite manageable proportions. 

22. It would be obviously impraeticable to so average a census 
throughout the length and breadt.h of India that every 200th cart 
throughout its six million was picked up by the enumemtor. Some sort of 
selection sampling is obviously called for. The problem is how to make 
such a selection fully represent11tive and at the s"me time praticahle. 
The object of this P"per is to obtain a discussion on the possible means 
of assuring this. 
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23. One way would be to pick every 200th village and make a full 

enumeration of the carts in the selected villages. The number of vtllag':" 
to be surveyed in each of the province, on this basis, with the approx•· 
mate number of cart•, and the time in man-days, would be : 

Villages Carta Dnya Villngea Carts Days 
N.W.F.P. 150 300 15 Bihar. 350 2500 125 
Punjab 180 1700 85 Bengal. 420 43"U 215 
U.P. 500 5400 270 Bombay 110 34010 110 
Sind 30 41i0 22 Mndraa 180 6300 315 
A888m. 170 35U 17 C.P. 200 5tiUO 280 
Orissa. 140 900 45 Total 20430 31200 1560 

From the above list, it appears that whilst to some provinces like 
the Punjab and U.P., too little time is given, too much is given to othel"!l, 
say C. P. The following •weighted' figure; may therefore be accepted for 
the number of days required, including w•'"ted days in each provmce. 

N.W.F.P. 20 Sind 40 Bihar 200 Madras 420 
Punjab 200 Bombay 250 Bengal 300 Orissa 100 
U.P. 320 C.P. 200 Assam 40 
Total 540 490 540 520 

The grouping also shows a convenient way of dividing up the whole 
continent into four territories, roughly North, West, East, and South. 

24. Nearly 2500 villages picked at random throughout India ought 
to give a very representative sample. It is pos.<ible, however, in such an 
arrangement, an unduly large amount of time is spent in travelling to the 
selected villages distributed over a whole province. Another metho_d 
would therefore be to select the village• with some idea of geographic 
convenience. Though not as strictly accurate as the first method, there 
should be no material difference in the result if care is exercised to select 
samples from representative areas. 

25. An advantage of either of the above methods would be that a 
complete count of the bullock carts in a village would be taken and the 
results compared against the All-India Live-stock Census. The regularity 
in the totals for several years as well as uniformity and inter-dependence 
in the figures in this Census may be considered as internal evidence of 
accuracy. All the same it is advisable to reserve opinion upon this 
internal evidence until the method of enumeration bas been verified. For 
instance, uniformity might result from extensive copying of the previous 
record for the purposes of fresh enumeration. 

26. A third way of taking the count would be to move quickly 
from village to village going through more villages, but to t"ke the 
particmlars of a few carts only. In one way it may take more time, as 
more villages would have to be 'educated' during the process of extraoting 
information, but it ~":Y be quicker in another way, in that no time need 
be taken up on obtammg a thorough count and extracting information. 

27. No statistician will accept a sample as represent.ing the whole, 
unless the results are substantiated by a full count for part of the 
investigation. Though a high degree of accuracy is not necessary for our 
purposes, i.e. ~o ascertain the use and abuse of the road and the remedial 
measures reqmred, a full count would be useful in establishing accuracy 
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and to ascertain the reliability of the Live-stock Census. If this is 
considered desirable, the sampling should be by area or unit, but within 
such area or unit the count must be complete. There must also be a full 
count in a larger area or unit which would include a fair number of 
smaller ones. 

28. The choice of method will also be influenced by the amount 
of information it is desired to collect in addition to the bare physical 
particulars of the carts, such as details of ownership, extent of professional 
carting in a village, number of days worked, extent of milage on pucca 
roads, katcha roads and in farm work etc. Such information can be 
of the utmost value and the opportunity for obtaining it should not be 
missed, if a cart survey is undertaken. But zeal should be tempered with 
discretion, otherwise there is the danger of defeating the object of the 
census by trying to cram too much into the inquiry. 

29. No scheme of statistical survey ought to be launched without 
firat putting through, what might be termed a 'pilot' scheme. This 
scheme would be a replica on a small scale of the main scheme, or it may 
be a small portion of the actual scheme. The object is to discover in 
time, how the scheme will proceed, how labour may be saved at some 
stage or another, what snags one is likely to be run into and to get an 

• advance picture of the final result so as to plan ahead its analysis and any 
modification in questionnaire demanded by such analysis. 

30. In drawing up a questionnaire it is necessary to bear in mind 
that whilst the opportunity of making the inquiry as comprehensive as 
possible should not be lost, this object will not be served by making the 
~estionnaire too lengthy and detailed. It is therefore necessary to 
decide beforehand what aspects of the inquiry are most essential and then 
judge what further information can be elicited concurrently without 
clouding the main objective. The method of asking the question is also 
almost as important as the question itself. The man to be interrogated 
will be the village peasant and not only must his mental limitations 
be kept in mind, but also the villager's natural suspicion of any 
interrogation. The capacity and psychology of the enumerator or 
interrogator also requires equal study because on him depends the 
translation of replies into a factual record. The questionnaire should 
therefore be as simple as possible, every question should be carefully 
considered so as to be without any ambiguity. A question should be 

' incapable of more than one construction being placed on its meaning, and 
must be capable of being answered simply and directly. Questions should 
be so worded as to invite answers that can be recorded as a figure or a 
yes or no or as a statement limited to four or five words. 

31. In order to judge the abuse, it is necessary to know the use 
made of the road by the bullock cart, and the primary object of the 
inquiry would be to determine the use and abuse of the road. It would 
therefore be necessary to enumerate the following particulars for this 
purpose. 

Tyre material and width, 
Weight unloaded, and carrying capacity; possibly, size. 
Extent and number of journeys, (on metalled and unmetalled road 
separately). 
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To get proper information about tyre conditions, it would 
he necessary to obtain wheel diameter and method of spoking. Hub and 
axle dimeru;ions would also be relevant. A moote point i• whether the 
method of supporting the axle should be enumerated or not. With the 
type and carrying capacity, it would be necessary to ascertain the number 
of animals employed for draft and the number of wheels. 

32. A secondary, but quite important aspect of the use of the ro~ 
is the purpose for which the road is used and the type of user. For tht•, 
it would be useful to know the proportion of professional cartmcn, the 
proportion who engage in carting in the •lack season, and the proportion 
of owners with more than one part, also to what extent cart.• are owned 
by large land owner and if these are lensed to their tenants. Care is 
specially due under this head, not to make the inquiry too elaborate. 

33. A Yaluable by-product of a bullock cart survey would be a 
picture of the extent or othcrwi•e to which villages are serv•d by roads, 
This could be obtained by recording the distance of each village visited 
from the neare<t public road and the length of metalled and unmetalled 
road traversed before reaching a market town or railway station. What 
portion of his produce is retained in the village and what portion carted 
to the market 1 Questions will have to be carefully worded so as not to 
confuse the enumerator and so that "wild guesses" by villagers are not 
recorded as facts. 

34. The second most important objective of the survey would be to 
obtain information on which dedsion could be arrived at about con
version to pneumatic tyn•s. Though it may be inopportune to talk about 
rubber tyres at the present time, development in this direction is bound 
to come after the war. 'l'hat it should be encouraged no one will doubt, 
but to what extent, and whether it should he forced, subsidized or 
otherwise artificiltlly fostered, can only be decided from such an inquiry. 
The pneumatic tyre "core. in every way, except under wet and muddy 
conditions. It decrea,cs the draught required and increases enrrying 
capacity, (a) because of the smaller road t•e.•istenco and (b) because of the 
m(,re effici<>nt axle bearings. Against thh~ are itH initin.l highet· cost, 
ne('e:-~sity fur maintl'nnnC'e, and deterioration when standing idle, especially 
in a deflated state. When nj.(riculturnl produce averages only 5j maund' 
per head and about 270 maunds per cart, what will the peasant do with 
the increased capacity 1 Knowledge on the following points would be a 
fa~tor in arriving at conchtHions: 

How much use in wet and muddy conditions 1 
What arc the idle periods and of what length 1 
Can increased canying capacity be utilised 1 
Parti<~ularl'l of exiHting axleH, hubs, the wem· on these, their 

efficiency, lubricating etc. 

35. On the other hand, supposinj.( it were possible to partially 
rationalize the work of the cart so as to bring the load factor to say 60 tons 
a year, not an unreasonable figure, two million would suffice for all the 
cart transportation in India moving on public roads, If the whole of this 
num her were to he put on pneumatic tyres, it should he possible to 
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produce th~ complete assembly of axle, bearings, wheels and tyres under 
Rs. 150/- (The cost of the front axle assembly excluding brake and 
steering parts, of a It American truck at factory is about 40 to 45 dollars). 
Would it be profitable and also possible to enforce conversion by means 
of a subsidy or would it be to the ultimate advantage of the national 
economy for Government to spend the Rs. 30 crores and make a present 
of those sets to cart owners 1 

36. From the pneumatic tyre, we now come to the consideration 
of other alternatives for preventing the break up of metalled roads under 
cart traffic. One method would be to foster the use of the wooden tyred 
wheel and encourage the use of fel!oes of greater width. Another one 
would be to build on rims of treated or untreated wood on the felloe on the 
lines discussed in Mr. Murrell's paper (I.R C. No. C/41 of 1941). Concrete 
roads are another possible alternative, especially if the survey proves 
that the really destructive cart is found only over a small fraction of 
India's total milage. No special questions on this subject seem to be 
called for, as all the information required will probably be elicited by 
the previous questions. 

;17. Road Engineers are apt to devote attention to tyres, whilst 
agricultural engineers lay more stress on the wheel bearing (see Note on 
bullock Cart wheels mounted on Ball Bearings by Messrs. Patel and 
Paranjpe, Appendix VII G of the proceedings of the second Meeting of 
the Board of Agricultural and Animal Husbandry, held at Labore in 
December 1937 and the criticism on the paper at pages I 00-102). Not 
an inconsiderable advantage of the rubber tyre is the fact that it enforces 
the use of ball or roller bearings. The economic advantage of using hubs 
giving minimum friction is obvious, but the road engineer is also inter
ested in a satisfactory type of hub ; the weaving motion given to a wheel 
by a slack or worn bearing accelerates the damage caused by iron tyres. 
It would therefore be worth while keeping the wheel-bearing in mind 
when devising the questionnaire. 

38. It was shown earlier (para 17) that the number of trips might 
average as low as 20 a year. It would make a difference if the period of 
use of the road is concentrated or distributed, also whether this would be 
in the wet season or dry. How should this information be collected, 
ehould it be enumerated by the season or by the month or ehould the 
periods be merely left as wet and dry and the use described as concen
trated or dietributed 1 It would be interesting to know if carts carried 
more in the dry season than in tho wet and if heavier loads were carried 
when travelling on metalled roads than on katcha. The questionnaire 
might also include an inquiry about the chief obstacles to the satis
factory operation of the cart,-loose surface, mud, sudden humpe or dips, 
nallah crossinge in the flood season, eteep approaches to these, lack of 
communication• or any other special difficulty. 

39. The fulcrum of any investigational eurvey is the questionnaire, 
the success of the whole investigation depends on the merit or other
wise of the questionnaire and no care bestowed on the consideration of 
thie can be too much. A tentative pro forma of the qestionnaire (appendix) 
is attached; as this ie merely meant to serve as a basie for diecussion, it errs 
!Ldmittedly, on the eide of length. It is rnore difficult to decide whiLt to 
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omit than to think out items for inclusion and it is hoped that discussion 
will produce suggestions for simplifying rather than elaboratin_g. This 
pro forma is in no sense meant as a model and any suggPst10ns ~or 
recasting it will be welcome, the object being to produce as comprehensive 
yet as simple and fool-proof a questionnaire as it is possible to devise. 

40. The problem of reconstruction and the development of India's 
road system will form a very prominent feature of its post-war recons
truction plans. The matter is being considered by the Government of 
India and also by the provinces. At least one province is well ahead with 
its post-war road programme. Any road development plan made with
out proper consideration of the needs of its primary transport would be 
one-sided. The information sought under the contemplated survey would 
be valuable for this purpose ; indeed one can say that any assumptions 
made without some such searching investigation would be suspect. 

41. Who should carry out such a survey? Roads and road traffic 
is, rightly or wrongly, entirely a provincial subject. The provinces are 
also in the position to know agricultural requirements more intimately 
than the Centre. At first sight it would therefore appear that each 
province should undertake a local survey, but such a step, on closer con
sideration, has little to recommend in it. Eleven different provinces 
would have to set up as many different org&nisations, the survey would 
lack in uniformity and there may be no common yardstick by which 
results in various provinces could be compared. The experience gained 
by one set of workers or in one set of conditions would not be available 
for other places, and both the time and cost would be greater than if one 
single authority were to undertake the work. 

42. The Central Gevernment, at the instance of road engineers, 
(the I. R. C.) has made itself responsible, through the Central Reserve of 
the Road Fund, for research in connection with roads. We engineers are 
inclined to focus our attention on technical research on the fabric of the 
road and neglect research on the very fact for which the road exists, that 
is its use. Moreover, whilst research in one country on the technics of the 
road is useful for road technicians in another country, the problems arising 
from road usage are special to each place. It is suggested therefore that 
the Central Government should undertake this survey, but that in 
carrying out the work the co·operation of the provinces should be invited 
and the utmost use made of their local knowledge and the facilities that 
they may be able to offer. As engineers are primarily interested in 
obtaining this information it is hoped that the I. R.C, will take an interest 
in the scheme and that its members in the provinces will take an active 
part in collecting data. The matter is, however, not one entirely for 
engineers, and it is hoped that the Agricultural and Revenue Department 
of the various provinces will also assist in making the survey a success. 

~~· Wo~k .o~ this sort cannot be carried out successfully and never 
exped1ttously, 1f 1t Is left to someone as an addition to his normal duties. 
It is hoped that an officer will be placed on special duty to do this work 
entirely _or as part o~ similar inv?stigational or planning work. This 
officer mtght_be an engmeer or he mtght equally well be an agricultural or 
revenue offictal or an econQmist l>r a. statistician, lt would l)e a help if ho 



had experience of census work. This officer would probably require four 
regional assistants (see para 23) to organise, train and supervise the actual 
enumerators in their region, direct their work, collect their reports and 
analyse the replies. The assistants might be some young economists 
recently qualified, who desire practical experience in investigational work. 
Or they might be agricultural assistants loaned by provinces; these men 
would know village and agricultural conditions, they would have been in 
service and be conversant with organisations and probably better able to 
direct the survey and get the best out of the time and effort put into 
enumeration than a raw recruit who may have a higher specialised 
economics or statistics qualification. 

44. The first cog in the machine must be the enumerator. On his 
capacity to understand what information is wanted and why and then 
the ability to extract this information from the villager, will depend to a 
large extent the success and the accuracy of the scheme. These men may 
be recruited from college graduates or undergraduates studying transport 
or agricultural economics who may be in need of praetical experience, or 
in need of a field of investigation for their theses. It is doubtful if 20 or 
25 such men could be found and the experience of collecting data for the 
Indian Census or for the live-stock census may be useful. 

45. It is also to be considered how the enumerators are to work. 
As has been suggested in para 43, these enumerators might be revenue, 
veterinary or engineering subordinates and some may be students. Would 
it be quicker to work in pairs or singly ! Would it be profitable to 
increase the number of enumerators, using local men in each locality or 
would it be more advantageous to utilise the experience that fewer 
enumerators would accumulate as they proceed with their work 1 The 
answer will probably be the experienced enumerator with the local 
patwari, headman, pate! or lambardar at his side. The preliminary 'pilot' 
surveys will serve to provide the correct answer. 

46, Attent-ion he.s so far been concentrated on the bullock cart as 
transport for primary produce. The bullock cart, however, is used in 
India for much other transport, though it is hoped that such use will 
decline rapidly in the future. Perpaps the greatest damage to roads is 
caused by professional carts transporting secondary products, especially in 
the vicinity of large towns. There are therefore certain obvious omissions 
in the foregoing, such as the tonnage of goods imported or manufactured, 
the major portion of which has to be carried by cart at one stage or other, 
the need for investigation of special conditions near towns and cities, the 
need for a parallel check on the use of roads and of the damage caused 
by carts serving urban needs. 

47. India's sea-borne imports amount to approximately 5.6 million 
tons annually. Though at the port, very little of this tonnage would be 
handled by carts. at its destination it is likely that a good deal of this is 
carried by carts, Similarly, India's total manufacturing production which 
was 10.0 million tons in 1940, must have been handled by carts at the 
last stages of its journey. One may therefore assume the total amount 
of goods handled by carts to be about 60 million tons primary produce, 
plus 15 million tons other produce, plus an unknown figure made up of 
the needs of road construction, building, industrial needs, civic needs 
and the internal needs of farming. This figure can hardly be as high 
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a.s 25 million tons. The total tonnage moved by carta must therefore be 
in the vicinity of a 100 million tons or about the same as that handled 
by railways. 

48. The main habitat of the bullock cart is the village, 94.4 per 
cent of the total being in villages. Though the proportion of . the carts 
working in the urban areas may be small, (5.6 per cent) thetr number 
is still considerable, nearly quarter of a million. Moreover, the.•e carts 
work more intensively than the village ones. It would not be wrong 
to assume, a.s a very rough generalisation, that all agricultura~ produot 
is handled by the village oarts and all manufactured and tmported 
produots and building materials are handled by the urban carts, because 
the small amount of agricultural produce going by cart into town, 
would be offset by the small ~>mount of th~ other finding its way into 
the village. This would mean that about :155,000 carts handled 40 
million tons annually, or an average of 112 tons (about 3000 maunds) 
a year. This is a very different story from the average agricultural 
handling of 250 maunds by village carts (see para 17). One oan now 
begin to understand the heavy damage by oarts in the vicinity of towns. 

· 49. There are 76 towns (population 50,000 to 100,000) in British 
India, and 43 cities, (population over 1 lakh). It would not be difli. 
oult to enumerate these 119, with perhaps a few selected ones of under 
50,000 population, say 150 in all. These would require a special type 
of count. In this eliSe it may not be necessary to enumerate the 
total cart population, and it may be more important to survey the 
cart traffic on the roads, especially the main approach roads. The 
questionnaire as designed for villages may suit, after modification, or 
an entirely different questionnaire may have to be designed. The 
experience gained by enumerators in the villages would be of only 
partial use in the cities. In that case should the same enumerators 
tackle the cities after completing their work in the villages or should 
the city survey be carried out by other agency 1 All these towns and 
citi~ are bound to have an S.D.O. and many will have an Executive 
Engmeer on th_e spo~. All of them will have municipalities with records 
such as oetrot regiSters. If an instruction sheet is made out with care, 
t~e loca~ P.W.D. officer, ought to produce very valuable information 
wtth a httle perseverance both in enumeration and in the examination 
of the municipal reoord. 

50. It is doubtful if one can depend on obtaining voluntary workers 
for . any par~ of . the soheme, except for a limited amount of work of an 
adviSory or dtrecttO_nal nature. The enumeration alone will probably take 
4 months but before that can start, the staff will have to be educated to 
the work intended of them say, another 2 months. After enumeration, 
the results. will h~tve. to be tabulated. This work may take about 4 
months -:- m practiCe tt n;tay take longer but with a lesser total staff 
than durmg the enu~erat10n period. As an average, one may assume there
fore that th~ coHt will be that of the entire staff-one vfficcr in charge, four 
regtonal asststants, and _about. 20-25 et;~umerators, say about Rs. 4,000/- to 
Rs. 4,400/-. a month, mcludmg stattonery, travelling and other expenses 
and the.t the work would take about 9 or 10 months. At the outside, this 
survey should cost about Rs. 50,000. If the knowledge collected at this cost 
would enable us to lengthen the life of 20 miles of metalled road, out of 
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ln~ia's 70,000, it will have been more than repaid in one year alone. 
ThiS represents an expenditure of about It pie for every cart in India, and 
one may reasonably assume that the result of the investigation will 
improve the earning capacity of each cart by this modest amount. 

51. The proposed survey deals only with the eleven provinces of 
British India. This is simply because existing statistics are easy to obtain 
and analyse. The.Jndian States, however, have no negligible number of 
bullock carts, possessing a total of 2,422,881 carts. For the sake of 
interest the following figures of the number of carts in the various states 
are given from the 1940 live-stock statistics: 

Baroda 100,189 
Bombay States 2~6,331 
C.I. States 301,815 
Eastern States 310,185 

Gwalior 
Hyderabad 
Kashmir 
Madras States 

160,223 
561,417 

3,223 
33,766 

Mysore 
Punjab States 
Rajputana 
U.P. States 

33,766 
260,809 
122,566 
21,381 

In the case of the States too, therefore the matter is worth investigat- · 
ing. If a survey is ever embarked upon, there is no reason why it should 
not be extended to at least States with a cart population of more than 
50,000, provided these States desire to come into the scheme. 

52. A parallel check on road conditions and road data (metalled 
milage) would be of the utmost use and should not be difficult to arrange, 
especially as this lies in our own hands. Most of the 70,000 miles of 
metalled roads in India are under P.W.D. control directly or indirectly. 
If statistics of existing road conditions were attempted, it would be a 
simple matter for every S.D.O. to report, through the Exective and 
Superintending Engineers concerned, information about the roads directly 
or indirectly under his charge. This report would consist of the milage 
under various classifications, such as, concrete, tar-mac, grouted, painted, 
metalled with limestone, trap, quartzite, sandstone, kankar, brick, etc; 
it would give brief particulars of the ruling crust-width, bank-width; 
there would be brief remarks on average life and cost of maintenance 
and brief notes on special features and conditions peculiar to the district 
or area where necessary. The S.D.O's report may in turn be supplemented 
by remarks by the Executive Engineer and by the Superintending 
Engineer. It should not be difficult for engineers to evolve a question
naire, for use by engineers to bring out information about damage by 
carts, particulars of lengths so damaged and the causes and aspects of failure. 

53. Similar check of the use of these roads by carts is as essential 
as data on road conditions, but it can only be made by an organised 
traffic census. The writer is of opinion that road traffic census for the 
whole of India should be maintained as a continuous record, and for the 
sake of uniformity and efficiency, it would be the care of a small organi
sation which would exist exclusively for this purpose and cover the whole 
of India. It would naturally make use of local resources for a lot of 
observation work, but its merit would be that of a single unit to codify 
results in a uniform manner. This is not the place to pursue the matter 
further, as it might well make the subject of a separate paper. 
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APPENDIX 

PAPER J-1943. 

ALL INDIA BULLOCK CARTS SURVEY. 

Province.......... District . . • . . . • . . • Taluq .•••••••••••• 
Village .•...•••.•••.• 

Population. . • • • . • • • Revenue. • • . . . • • • Date of Survey ••••.... 

Cultivation Dry. . . . • • acres. 
Area. Garden.. . . . acres. { 

Wet. . . . • • • acres. 

Total:- acres. Forest .••.• Others .•••• Total area ...• 
M. F. M. F. 

Distances 

from metalled main road 

J 
or roads. Metalled ......• Unmetalled. . •... 

from Railway station : 

! 
(name). Metalled ...•.•. Unmetalled ...... . 

from nearest market : 
(name). Metalled ....... Unmetalled .... . 

L CROPS. 

I. Give the area under the various 
crops (for each kind of crop, 
information is to be recorded 
separately under single, double 
and treble crops. 

2. Yield per acre of the different 
kinds of crops. 

3. State the time of :-
(1) Sowing andfor 

transplsntation. 
(2) Harvesting. 

(In the case of more than one 
crop, state separately t h e 
months). 

4. Give the total Government 
taxes under each crop for a 
year. 

5. Give acreage of lands that can 
raise higher value crops (with 
particulars of crops), with 
improved road facilities. 

6. Give acreage of additional 
lands under each crop that 
can be brought under cultiva
tion with improved road 
facilities. 
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7. With improved irrigation by 
gravity or/and wells, give 
acreage of additional land 
under each crop that can be 
brought under cultivation. 

n. CARTS. 

8. Please give brief description of 
the carts. Use separate column 
for different types. 

9. Number of carts owned by 
Ryot. 

10. Number of carts owned by big 
land·owners. 

11. Number of carts owned by 
professionals. 

12. Weight of carts empty. Mds. 
13. Weight carried on Mds. 

metalled roads. 
14. Weight ordinarily carried Mds. 

on katcha roads-
( a) In wet sea•on Mds. 
(b) In dry season Mds. 

15. Track- ln. 
(distance centre to 
centre of wheels). 

16. Diameter of the wheel. ln. 
17. Depth of felloe. In. 
18. Width of rim. In. 
19. Steel tyres-width and In. 

thickness. 
(If no iron tyre, say Nil). 

20. No. and type of spokes. 
21. Diameter of hub. In. 
22. Length of hub. In. 
23. Inside diameter of metal In. 

bush. 
24. Length of bush. In. 
25. Lubrication, type or method. 

If neglected, please make 
appropriate remark. 

26. Type of axle, brief description 
and particulars of supports. 

27. Length of axle and Ins. 
diameter at ends. 

28, Cost of cart complete, Rs. 

199 
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29. Cost of wheels only. Rs. 
Rs. 30. Cost of axles. 

31. Approximate life of cart. Yrs. 
32. Approximate life of wheel. Yrs. 
33. Approximate life of axle. Yrs. 
34. Total number of working bulls 

in the village. 
35. Height of the animal Ins. 

behind the hump. 
36. Average cost of each Rs. 

draught animal. 

AGRICULTURAL CARTS. 
37. Number of days in a year that 

carts work. 
38. Give the average distance MLS 

tra veiled in a year 
(a) On metalled roads. 
(b) On Unmetalled roads. 
(c) Farm tracks. 

39. Are carts leased by big land
owners to their tenants or by 
cartowners to poorer farmers
state average days leased and 
terms. 

40. Is the agricultural carting dis
tributed-

(a) throughout the year or 
concentrated in parti
cular months. 

(b) State the months of 
peak traffic. 

41. (a) No of agricultural carts 
plying for hire in the 
slack season. 

(b) No. of days employed in 
hire work. 

(c) Nature of work done 
on hire, such as carting 
of produce, building 
materials etc, 

(d) Earning in rupees per 
cart, in a year on such 
hire work. 

PROFESSIONAL CARTS. 
42. !State the average number of 

days in a year professional 
carts work. 
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43. Give the average lengths of 
travel per day 

(a) On metalled roads. 
(h) On unmetalled roads. 

44. Give the number of profes
sions.] cartmen owning more 
t.han one cart. 

45. What is the total weight 
carried by prufe,sional carts 
in a year ? 

m. GENERAL. 

46. Give particul""" of the chief 
obstacles to the satisfactory 
operations of carts, such as 
loose surface, mud. sudden 
humps or dips, nallah crossing 
and theirapproaches,gradients, 
or any other special difficulties. 

47. How many additional carts will 
use the roads if these defects 
are removed 1 

48. How many additional days and 
miles will each cart work, or 
additional load it will carry if 
the defects are removed ! 

49. Total quantities in a year carried 
from villages-

( a) To Railway Station. Mds. 
(b) To market. Mds. 

50. Give details of 

(i) Any periodical markets, 
fairs etc. held in the 
village; 

(ii) the average number of 
outside carts coming to 
the market from neigh
bouring villages and 
towns; 

(iii) the total value of transac
tions in each market 
day. 

51. (a) State particulars of any 
industries in the village, with 
approximate q u an t it i e s 
produced and value; 
(b) Give particulars of raw 

material with quantity 

201 
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imported from outside for 
these industries ; 

(c) Give lengths of metalled 
and unmetalled roads, 
used by ca.rts getting the 
raw materials; 

(d) Give particulars and quan
tities of the fi n i s h e d 
product exported to each 
place with names of places. 

52. Can new industries be opened or . 
existing industries improved 
by better roads 1 

53. Give the average number of idle 
days with reasons i.e bad 
communications, weather or 
lack of materials for transport-

( a) Agriculturists. 
(b) Professionals. 

54. What are the prevalent rates of 
carriage per mile per maund

(a) On kuteha roads, 
(b) On metalled roads, 
(c) Combined. 

IV. CONVERSION TO PNEUMATIC TYRES AND OTHER TYRES. 
55. Give number of carts with 

pneumatic tyre equipment, and 
state who owns them and what 
work they •do, and weight 
carried, and the number of 
months the qarts stand idle. 

56. Give number of carHwners 
willing to substitute pneumatic 
tyres for their carts and on 
what terms. 

57. Is there need for increased 
capacity per cart for carting 
produce etc. from and to 
village 1 

58. Are there any other carts with 
roller bearings 1 

Give number; What work they 
do and the weight carried. 



Group 

Population 

Area 

Revenue 

Produce 

Railways 

Roads 

Carta 

~ 
fli 
1 
ll 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
0 

10 
11 
12 

13 
H 
15 

16 
17 
18 

19 
20 
21 

2-2 
23 
24 

25 
:!6 
27 

28 
29 
30 

TABLE GIVING STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR GOVERNORS' PROVINCES 
RELEVANT TO THE CONSIDERATION OF A BULLOCK CART SURVEY. 

Villages and Towns with Population 

Under 500 

From 500·1000 

From 1001-2000 • 

From 2001-r.ooo 

From 5001·10000 

From 10001-20000 

From 20001·50000 

From 50001·1 00000 

10000 1 ilnd over 

Number 
Population 
Avera~:c 

N 
p 
A 

N 
I' 
A 

N 
p 

·A 
N 
p 
A 

N 
p 
A 

N 
p 
A 

N 
p 
A 
N 
p 
A 

N 
TO TAL P 

.... 

British 
India (a ) N.W.F.P. Punjab U.P. 

30 1,000 
65,897,000 

2~0 

9 1,000 
66, ~73 ,000 

700 

45,233 
62,7H ,OOO 

1,365 

17,91"1 
51•2•9,000 

1,350 

'1,3 6 
16,299,000 

6,850 

538 
7,146,000 

I ~ .ti50 

:!.)5 
7,680,000 

30,200 

7ti 
4,590,000 

64,250 

43 
13,1 27,000 

3o:;,ooo 

461,1 l j 
2!J:;.~.ooo 

6·11 

1 , ~98 
430,000 

287 

618 
45"1,000 

730 

145 
576,000 

1,270 

223 
7,15,000 

J,;oo 
53 

340,000 
o,400 

8 
103,000 
13,900 

8 
290,000 
36,"!00 

19,1 61 
5, 16-l ,llOO 

:16~ 

9,0o9 
6,252,000 

69J 

5, 167 
6,9 15,000 

1,340 

1,75t 
8 ,9 18,000 

4, 50 

z~ 
1,~51,000 

6, ';1)() 

53 
7'!5,000 

13,900 

34 
1,071 ,000 

31,500 

GM IO 
15,336,000 

221 

23,411 
1 6, ~0fi,000 

690 

8,101 
10,879,000 

1,320 
2,121 

5,819,000 
•• soo 

217 
I ,HI,OOO 

6,050 

78 
1,0 19,000 

1 ~.500 

43 
1 .~.ooo 

30,000 

5 11 
3 15,000 695,000 
63,000 63.~00 

1 7 I I 
13 l,OOO(b) 1,619,000lb) 2,275.00C( b) 

2 ,511 
3,038,000 

1,062 

:!5, 171 
28.~ 19,000 

800 

10·2,S33 
55,0'11 ,000 

5-ij 

Sind 

5,835 
9,177,000 

370 

1,491 
819,0 00 

550 

132 
319,000 

70 
2, 11 ,000 

3,010 

16 
124,000 

7,100 

7 
103,000 
14,700 

2 
50,000 
25,000 

-2 
1 ~9 .000 
6 1,500 

0 

5·JI,OOO( bl 

6,609 
4,535,000 

6l)lj 

Assam Oriaaa Bihar Benral Bombay Madras 

27,967 
4,715,000 

IGS 
4MS 

2,8J5,000 
7.35 

1,741 
1,642,000 

- 1,250 

259 
6,99,000 

2,700 

15 
10'2,000 

6,800 

7 
109.000 

14, 700 

3 
8'7,000 
27,300 

33,590 
10,•.!05,000 

334 

~1.685 
3M2.000 

168 
3,597 

2,162,000 
68; 

1, 175 
!,567,000 

1,·120 

191 
499,000 

2,6'20 

12 
78,000 
6,500 

6 
91,000 
15,100 

3 
106,000 
35,100 

I 
74,000 
74,000 

'26,670 
8,729,000 

327 

47,936 
10,)01,000 

'115 
12,837 

8,361,000 
700 

51 ,107 
11,1!29,000 

~lO 

18,0!H 
12,750,000 

710 

II , ISI 
2.823,000 

245 

5,562 
3,989,000 

710 

12,465 
3,1 20,000 

2JO 
9,2l8 

6,900,1\00 
7 10 

5,9 14 9,696 3,093 8,203 
7,9:>5,000 13,517,000 4,205,000 12,'254,000 

1,370 1,390 1,360 1,495 

2,081 4,551 1,217 4,9l9 
59,94,000 12,747,000 3,558,000 14,756,000 

Z,SSO 2,800 3,005 3,000 

221 544 203 800 
1,439,000 35,50,000 1,152,000 5,876,000 

6,500 6,530 6,630 7 .3~0 

41 107 63 128 
665,0CO 1,359,000 6,000 1,803,000 

13,100 12,700 14,050 14,100 

14 47 '25 67 
3t0,000 1,436,000 8:!8,000 1,611,000 

35,700 30,500 33, 100 28,300 

8 14 s 2 1 
505,000 m ,ooo s 1s .ooo 1,376,000 

63,100 63,800 6M OO 65,500 

3 4 5 6 
430,000(b) 2,797,000(b) 2,694,000(b ) I .S48,000(b) 

08,957 
36,340,000 

~-28 

8 1,362 
60,307,000 

713 

21,635 
20,850,000 

905 

35,837 
49,342,000 

I,'Z95 

C.P. 

30,096 
6,346,COO 

~ I :! 

6,4.53 
4.l03,000 

670 

1,969 
2,619,000 

1,'¥10 

458 
1,288,000 

2,810 

71 
485,000 

6,840 

35 
499.000 

14,300 

15 
431,000 

2'J,OOO 

5 
293,000 
58,600 

2 
H 2,000(b) 

39,104 
16,814,000 

~30 

31 Area Sq. Miles Sti2,679 
32 Agricultural Area Sq. Miles 416,365 

13,S I8 
4,127 

73,'j 

99.200 
55,082 

517 

106, ·:!-JS 
60,905 

90,j 

40,378 
15,799 

287 

5.i, O I ~ 
12,581 

8 14 

3Z, Hl8 
12,754 

684 

69.7 15 
38,704 

940 

77,521 77,221 
53,087 

393 

l i6, 161i 99,9'.!0 
52,265 

~z~ 
33 P o pulatio n Densi ty o n A~:r icultural l and 71 1 

46,571 
1,2')3 

64,490 
766 

34 
35 
36 
37 

38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
H 
45 
4n 

47 
48 
49 

50 
51 
5'2 
53 

54 
55 
~6 
57 
58 
59 
GO 
Gl 
ti2 
63 
64 
66 

6fi 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
76 
76 
77 

Land Rev~nue, Avaagc 1 037- ~ll 
forest Rcv~nuc Avcra~:e 1 9~7-40 
Gross R~v<nu~ 1039-40 
Land Revenue p e r h ead ( Avcra~:e) 

Rs. 264,133,64 1 
27,990,000 

856,800,000 
~ti' l 

! ,921,384 Ofi 0·>9 951 58,507,718 
550,ooo ·2.'i0iroo 5, u o.ooo 

1 ,200,000 119,~00,00U 123,•100,000 
19'J 3t;'ti 19'8 

3,206,1 70 
0,000 

39,200,000 
7 1' 4 

~~ .J6M7a 
1,720,000 

27,100,000 
2S" l 

4.H5,96ti 
bSO.OOO 

18,500,000 
IO' ti 

13,319.096 35,440,689 33,915,807 60. 71,378 23,573,301 
770,000 ~.100,000 4,000,000 4, 700,000 5,000,000 

60,300,000 130,100,000 121,400,0CO 160,100,000 45,400,COO 
6'5 10"1 :!5'9 24'0 21'2 

R;ce r ons 24,49 1,000 

j 
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TWl8day, OctOOer 15th, 1943· 

Mr. Mahabir Prasad (Chairman) Called upon Mr. Vesugar to introduce 
his paper ~'proposals for an All-India survey of Bullock-Carts by means 
of random sampling". · 

. -
The above paper was taken as read. 

DISCUSSION . 
~R. VESUGAR (Author) in introducing his paper said:-The most 

!'ttractlVe feamre to me ofthe Gwalior s~.ssion of the Indian Roads Gongress 
lS the way our interests have ranged from flights of fancy to the daily grind. 
We ha-:e talked . about reconstruction when we are united in feeling 
that tins shall not be on the scale of a paltry 50· crores but have 
argued whether it should be a grudging 1 oo crores or a solid 300. 

On the other hand ~e have kept our feet firmly on the ground; 
we have discu.ssed the old and humble macadam and are now 
going to tall: about the older and humbler bullock cart. I need 
not, therefore, apologise for introducing a paper which has . no claim 
to originality or research and which is not a contribution to 
c:ngineering as a science. 

Whilst no cmgineer denies the destructive action of the 
iron tyre, it is po,.ible that the total extent of this damage may 
be greatly exaggerated. Dopending upon the extent of this damage 
the remedy will· lie in converting roads subject to such damage to 
concrete or to converting· bullock-carts in certain localities to rubber tyres. 
We Cannot get a clear idea of the solution until· we know the 
problem accurately. Such figures and statistics as are readily 
available bring out some ·curious facts ani serve, if anything, to 
increase the ·perplexity in one's mind· rather than solve it. . It 
will be ._seen from the figures quoted in paragraph 8 (page 186) that 
there are some very grave variations but at the same time there are 
also some distinct trends. The amazing thing is that one finds tbe 
greatest variation where- perhaps one would expect uniformity, fur 
instance the humber of carts per 1000 tons produce. . 

The table at the end of the paper is by no means exhaustive 
nor should every figure given therein be ·considered strictly . accurate. 
I notice that certain mistakes have already crept in during 
printing e;g. Sind (line 7), or Gentral Provinces (line 48); there may 
be many others which may have e8caped notice. But on the whole 
the . table may be considered to represent a fairly accurate ·picture 
for British India as a whole and if it is incorrect in .the e:ttent 
or the assumptions regarding a certain figure, the error· is the 
same for all provinces and the picture is not, therefore, materially 
vitiated. Uniformity all over India is perhaps -only visible in the 
case of the figures and averages concerned with railwa,.. Not 
only are the agricultural areas served per mile in each province 

. comparatively uniform, but so are also the _figures for P;<>Pulation 
per mile of railway and the produce earned. If thiS mean• 
anything, it shows that the railways have been carefully projected . 

. This may serve as a pointer to us in designing our Road net. .. . 
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Perhaps, to our shame as road engineen, it may be stated dtat 
average; concerning roads are likey to be the most misleading. 
This is a strong reason for the establishment of a bureau for 
collecting road statistics. The most uniform figure in th~ whole 
table seems to be that given in line 49· Translated, thiS figure 
would mean that the total produce all over India is about I lb. 
per head per" day, just enough for a bare subsistance leaving very 
little surplus for money purchases out of agricultural produce. 

In para 12 [page 187]. I have drawn attention to the danger 
of making deductions from averages and the danger of over· 
simplifications of facts. Nevertheless such averages do show broad 
trends. In paragraph 17 [page 188] it is worked out that the 
average number of trips for a cart per year are only 1 o-20. 
This would mean that the bogey of damage by the bullock-cart 
is very much exaggerated. All the same we,, have seen this damage 
with our own eyes and therefore, there is all the more reason 
for a statistical survey to find the reason why. If we coul~ come 

~ to some final recommendations regarding the lines on whtch the 
survey should proceed half the problem will be solved. The 
next step after deciding ,the method is to try out the method by 
means of a pilot survey ( we have heard rather a lot about pilot 
surveys during this " session and sometimes I wish I had n~t 

" coined this word ). Before any Work can be undertaken it IS 
necessary to decide upon the questionnaire. Admittedly the one 
proposed at the end of the paper has become too long in trying 
to make it comprehensive. It has been drafted to make certain 
that no"thing is left out; the difficulty comes in deciding what to leave 
out. 

An important by-product of a bullock-cart survey would be to 
obtain a picture of the extent to which villages are served by or 
starved of road and to collect information which would help in projecting 
future village road construction. 

I am afraid statistics are often distrusted. That is no argument 
that honest investigation of a problem can be carried out without 
statistics. It is said that truth lies at the botom of a well, who 
knows it may lie at the bottom of a statistical table. 

M~. ~ynneraley (Bombay):-Mr. Vesugar should be congratulat• 
ed o~ ?'"!ngmg out :-n enormous number of very interesting facts. He may 
be critiCISed for takmg many of the facts which are not directly con· 
nected with bullock-cart, but he ha• given very valuable analysis at the 
end. The only trouble is that when I tried to understand this analysis, I 
!lot rat~er appall7d :OVith the maze of figures. I do not know whether .it 
IS so With the maJonty of persons. Persona\ly, I do think of traffic m 
terms of th7 miles per square mile of area. If you turn to the table at the 
end, you will see t.here items 6o and 6r, agricultural area per mile of me· 
tailed ro.ads and agricultural area per mile of all roads. If you read through 
these things, you get a certain amount of information, but I suggest to 
Mr. Vesug~r that the meaning of tbis will be more easily understood in 
tenns of ~lage of metalled roads, and of a\1 roads per square mile of area. 
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• 
From an analysis of the figures furnished, it is seen that the milage 

of metalled roads per square mile of agricultural area works out as 
under:-

Milage per sq. mile of Milage per sq. mile of 
agricultural area. agricultural area. 

I. British India. 0"16 7· Bihar. '0"124 
2. N. W. F. P. 0"264 8. Bengal. 0.097 
3· Punjab. 0"093 g. Bombay. 0"218 
4· U.P. 0"014 10. Madras. 0"333 
5· Sind. o·oa II. C. P. 0"122 

6. Orissa. 0"16 12. Assam. o·o82 

roads per sq. mile Madras has thus, the greatest milage of metalled 
of agricultural area. · 

It is a difficult question to decide, what increased milage the pro
vinces should have, as this depends on several factors, which may not all 
be applicable, to any one province. We have, however, to decide this on 
some rational basis. The mass of figures given by the author have to be 
carefully checked, and analysed, before any general conclusions are 
drawn. 

Mr. N. T. Gnanaprakasam [Madras).-The author of this very 
interesting and useful paper has invited discussion as to the possible mean• 
of securing a fully representative survey of the bullock-cart· situation in 
the country. 

I do not think there is any other method than ·that already 
advocated by the author, who has considered all possible ways. 

. . 
If we refer to page 190 of the Paper, we find that three methods 

have been suggested for our consideration and I would say which I would 
consider best and why. 

In the first two methods, we select about one in two hundred of 
villages in a District or Province and take a full count in those villages. 
If we do so, my feeling is that we do not get even one village to represent 
the different types and sizes of villages. Generally speaking. our villages 
can be classified mainly as [1] Wet or Delta [2] Dry or upland and [3] Tank 

.or well irrigated, Forest etc .. and each class can be sub-divided into at 
least five groups depending on the size [as determined by population] . 

. Thus there will be at least 3 X 5 or 15 types cJf villages or towns and un· 
less the count is taken for one, two or three villages of each group depend· 
ing on the total number of villages in each group, we cannot secure any-· 
thing like a representative survey. 

Secondly, in the first two methods a full count is suggested in the 
selected villages. It is well nigh impossible to get all the carts in a 
village together at any one time. Neither do I consider it necessary 
because we are all aware of the monotonous similarity between the ca~ts 
of one particular locality which are almost pattern moulded. In a 
District probably there may be three or four different kinds, varying only 
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in few d:m~sions. At any rate, ii is so in the Madras Province. Hence 
much ~ful information cannot be elicited by a full count of carts, but 
on the other hand by surveying a greater number of villages more useful 
information on connected subjects can be got. 

. . 
The third method has the advancage of giving us a ,..:Presentative 

or at· least a more truly representative survey, provided villages repre
sentative of the fifteen or so different sub-groups are selected for ·survey. 
This selection can also be made to suit geographical or travelling con· 
veniences, if possible . 

. To give figures, in Madras Province according to the first two 
methods a full aceount will have to be made in seven villages on an 
average, in each of the Districts. But you know that seven villages can 
by no means represent the different types and sizes of villages. But 
acrording to the third method about thirty villages may be surveyed 
taking only say 25 per cent. or even 10 per cent .. count of the carts. 
This will give more representative information on all the aspects of the 
survey and will therefore be more satisfactory, and the extra money, time, 
and energy spent will be more than compensated by the better results 
which are bound to follow. · 

The que.tionnaire is ·drawn up in great detail and is ·therefore. 
very comprehensive but my only observation is that most of the infor
mation must be collected and kept ready for the enumerator before he 
actually visits th~ selected village. The nature f'f the information 
required is such that most of it can be furnished only from official sources 
•· g •. the particulars under the rst group "•viz.) crops etc. may be furnished 
by the officers of the Agricultural Department and thilse in groups I II 
& IV by the officials of the Engineering, Agricultural and Revenue 
Departments, . Again some information, such as the unladen wei!Wt of 
cart under group III, cannot be obtained in the village off hand .and 
must" be got through some Engineering official.. Hence my suggestion 
i' that the questionnaire may be sent to some local officials in advance 
for furnishing the information which, may be collected and verified by 
the enumerator. 

The questionnaire is composed of very : pertinent particulars ·on 
which information is sought and it , would be prejudicial to the survey 
if we try to curtail it in any manner or to any extent. 

Mr. G. C. Khanna (Punjab) :~I will deal with one point of Mr. 
Vesugar's interestin~ and thought-provoking paper in some detail. In 
paragraph 5, page l85, he has raised the following ·question : 

"The only type of road that wiil stand' up to the heavily loaded steel 
~yre is concrete,_ ·the really sensible wheel for any road transport purpose 
ts the pneumattc ·tyred one. What should be one's objective then the 
concr~te road or the pneumatic tyre". In order to answer this que~tion 
we w•ll have to work out trdnsport costs in relation to road maintenance 

· ch~rges. These have been worked out. in detail below·:-

If a ton of goods .is moved on a road, the total cost of transport 
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consists of two par~ i.e. (,I) cost of transport by vehicle per mile per 
ton of goods earned say Gv (ii) Cost of maintenance of road per mile 
per ton of goods carried say, Gr. . · · 

The total of Gv and Or should • be kept ffiinimum for efficient and. 
cheap transport. For a metalled road Gv or cost of carriage of one ton 
of goods per m~le ~ about two ann,as only. The cost of goods on an 
unme~lled road IS about 25 per cent. higher i. e. is about 2! annas. per ton 
per m1le. · · 

Road M aintenanre 008111. 

. It is a common practice to state the cost of maintenance of a road 
m rup~es per mile per annum. This is not a correct method of describing 
!he m~untenance cost, as it dQCS no~ bring into the picture, the traffic 
mtensuy on the ro.,.d. . . · ' 

If A is the annu;<l cost of a J.Qad in rupees, and T is traffic in tons 
per. 24 hours, the cost of maintenance of road per ton of goods 1.' e. 'Or 
IS giVen by the formula. · 

A . 
Or =· 365-T ••.•..•• (i) 

The factor Or determines . the true economical ·value or a roa!i to 
the community. rhe ~Lnnual cost A is composed of three items (i) 
cost of maintenance per mile per annum; (ii) amortisation charges for the 
net capital cost invested in, the co~truction of a road and (iii) interest 
on residual value of the road. 

( F -"-- R )r (1. + r) " . •. ~ . At= M + ( + ) .._ +Rr •• ••.•••. (n) · 
I r I , . · 

. Where M- Cost of maintenance of road per mile. per annum. 
'F- C.. pi tal or finance invested in construction of road. 
liR=Residual or salvage value of road after n years of service. 
,n = Life .of .road in yea,rs. ' 
r .,.Rate of in~ert;st 1Jn ·Re., t/· -PI!~ ye~. 

· Let .us apply this formula to t.h~ .Punj~b, fig;,'!'•• ~d work out the 
annual cost. · . · . 

M =Rs. I,ooo/r•(Cost.of ffiilinten'lnce.) 
F - Rs. 15,ooo/- .(average) ~ost of metalling a road. 
R =Rs. 7,ooo/- i. e .. after a certa,in,nu~~r .. ofyears the ro~d 'Yill 

become uneven and ~ill req\llre scarifv,m~ and reconsohda~on 
., .to bring it to proper shape.· ~ Rs. 7•0?0/· ... the value of. soling 
, . coat Stone, bajri, etc. tpat Will. b<; stJll avada_ble. It will cost 
. about· Rs. B,oooj, ,to re~1Jnsplid;1te lind reshape the road. 

• AJlthc figures taken in this article. are p~war. 
t The 2nd term in this formula h., been tak~ from. Kempe's Year Book 1021 
Edition page 5. The other two terms are obviOUS. · 
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" - 20 years. If a road is given a subsequent coat of tar or bitu
men, at intervals depending upon the traffic intensity, there is 
no need to reconsolidate it again. Some of the mil~s in the 
Punjab are 20 yean old, and their surface is as good as new. 
Life of the road has been taken as 20 yean to be on the safe 
side. 

r -=Rate of interest. A$ money is cheap a ·rate of 3 per cent. 
per annum bas been assumed. *Money for Haveli lrrigatioD 
Project has been raised by the Punjab Government al 
3 per cent. 

Substituting in (ii) we get : 
A=Rs. 1,748 

1748X192 and Cr = ' 6 for traffic of 1 ,ooo tons per day. 
I,OOOX3 5 

=O.g pies or say 1 pie per ton mile. 

This figure is only 4 per cent. of the cost of carriage by vehicle. 

Where the traffic intensity is less, the annual cost of. road is reduced 
by giving subsequent coat of tar or bitumen after longer periods. The 
annual cost of these miles is therefore automatically reduced. 

Roads on which traffic intensity is still lower, can be constructed to 
cheaper specifications. Soil-stabilized road can be made at a cost of 
Rs. 5,000/· and can be maintained at a cost of about Rs. 400/ per mile 
per annum. They can carry a traffic about 300-400 tons a day. 

· If we examine the figures of expenditure on roads in the United 
Provinces, where a large milage of concrete roads has been constructed, we 
will find that road maintenance costs in terms of ton·miles of good.•. 
carried are even lower than in the Punjab. 

A ooncrete road costs about Rs. 25,000/- to ma~e ; has a life of 
about -20 years and will have :' r~idua! value of about Rs. 12 ,ooof-. If 
the road wean out after the penod, 1t Will be necessary to give a heavy 
coat of tar or bitumen. Its maintenance cost is about Rs. 150 per mile 
per annum. "Substituting these figures in formula (ii) we get, 

A=Rs. 1383 .or Say Rs. 1400 
and Cr• 0.73 pies per ton mile for 1,000 tons of traffic. 

A concrete road can take a traffic of about 2 ooo tons to 3 ooo tons 
per 24 hours without any detrimental effect. The ~alue of Cr ~orks out 
to about 0.4 pies where traffic is about 2,ooo tons. 

. We thus fi~d that extra co~t of metalling a road is only 0.5 to 1.5 
ptes per ton-mtle of goods earned, and the extra cost of carriage by 
vehicles on an unmetalled road is 6 pies per ton mile. · 

*Fi~nces and ~ono~ics oC Irrigation Projects by Kanwar Sain, I.S.E., Director, 
Central Des1gns, Haveb Project, Paper No. 228, Punjab Engineering Congress. 
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The public thus incur, on its motor vehicles an expenditure which 
is 4 to 6 times that would be. incurred on metalling a road. 

If a toll is levied on new roads, it would be a commercial pro
position for the Government. The amount of tax imposed on a vehicle 
should be less than the extra cost of running it on an unmetalled road. 
Let us examine whether roads are a success from financial aspect. Sup.. 
pose there are two towns 32 miles apart, which are to be connected by a 
metalled road. The cost of metalling will be-:-

32 X 15,000=Rs. 48o,ooo{-

The saving in cost of carriage on account ·or metalling the road will 
be 6 pies per ton-mile. Out of this sum of 6 pies let us assume that the 
Government levies a toll at the rate of 4 pies per ton-mile, leaving a balance 
of 2 pies for the encouragement of traffic. The gross earnings for the 
whole year with a traffic of 1 ,ooo tons a day will be-

The annual cost of the road for 1 ,ooo tons of traffic will be 
32 X 175o=Rs. 56,ooo/-
The total gain will be Rs. I,B?,ooof-. 

Deducting overhead expenses, the net yield will be 30 per cent. over 
the amount invested. 

Where the traffic intensity is less, the annual .cost will also be less. 
The profits will be reduced undoubtedly, but there will always be a suffi
cient margin. For instance, if the traffic on the road is only 500 tons, 
the income will be 15 per cent. If the traffic -is only 250 tons, and we 
construct a road with black top, the yield will be 4 per cent. If a low 
cost road i.e. soil-stabilised road is constructed for such a low intensity of 
traffic, the income will be about 12 to 15 per cent. 

The Irrigation Projects which yield 4 to 6 per cent. on the capital 
invested, after ten years of working, are considered "Productive"* and no 
Government ever hesitates to take these up. . 

Design of Road Crust. 

Knowing the intensity of traffic that is likely to come on a road, it 
is now an easy matter to design the most economical type ·of ro'!'d. crust. 
The main consideration is, that value of Or. should be kept rrummum. 
If Or is assumed to be 1 pie per ton mile, the annual cost of different 
types of roads in terms of traffic using the road are given below :- · 

• Public Works Account Code Appendix Page 216. 
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Traffic 
intensity. 

1 Up to 100 tons 

2 1 oo to 300 tons 

3 300 to 700 tons 

4 700· tons or over 
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Annual cost of Proposed Road 
Road in Rs. Crust. 

Rs. 2ooj- Earth road. 

Rs. 2ooj- 'to · Stabilized soil 
Rs. 6oof- road crust or 

brick track· 
ways. 

Rs. 6oo/- to 'Metalled road· 
Rs. 1400/· ' treated with 

tat ori bitumen. 

Rs. 1400/- or Concrete 
more, depend- road. 
i ng upon tra-
ffic intensity. 

Remarks. 

For lower intensitv 
of traffic, value .;r 
Cr will be more than 
1 pie per ton mile. 

do do do 

do do do 

Value of Cr will be 
reduced for higher 
intensity of traffic. 

Now I deal with the question of concrete roads versus pneumatic 
tyred carts. 

In a general way it can be stated that where traffic intensity is low, it 
will be more economical to have carts with pneumatic tyres. Where the 
traffic is heavy as in towris, it will be cheaper to have concrete roads. 

This generalisation can be proved by analysin~ costs of maintenance 
of a pneumatic tyred ·carts. We will have to make certain assumptions. 

(1) The extra cost of maintaining a pneumatic tyred cart i• 
about Rs. 30/· per annum. 

[2] Carrying capacity of !he rart. This varies from District to 
District. On an average 0.75 of a ton may be considered as the 
carrying capacity of a· cart. "Casual observation in all parts of the 
country gives the impression that the general capacity of a cart averages 
less than 15 maunds"*·· The load capacity of pneumatic tyred cart is 
not increased on account of pneumatic tyres, but on account of improved 
axles, and bearings. A solid tyred cart with ball bearings will be as 
~fficient as a cart with pneumatic, tyres. 

[3J Distance lmfJelltd in one day. A cart can travel fully loaded a 
distance of about 10 miles each day. On a particular day, it may travel 
more, but it is difficult to maintain an average more than this. 

(4) A cart works for about 300 days in a year allowing break down, 
holidays to the cartman, etc, 

Th f . b 30XI92 e extra· cost o carnage. y pneumatic carts is 
10 

X 
300 

X 
314 

= 7.5 

pies per ton-mile. 

*Para 4, Page 185 of lhe Prodedinp. 
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Some Local bodies who have heavy traffic on their mads have 
either banned the use of solid tyred carts, or encourage the use of pneu
matic tyred carts by remitting taxes, as they find that solid tyred carts 
are destructive to their metalled roads. It has been shown above that 
concrete road is more economical than other types of metalled road 
where traffic intensity is about 700 tons, or more. Where the traffic inten
sity is les5, the .extra cost of making a concrete road over any other 
type of metalled road is about 0.3 to 0.5 tons per mile. This figure 
should not be confused with Cr which is the extra cost of making a 
metalled road over an unmetalled road. 

Thus while extra cost of making a concrete road over other types of 
metalled road is o·3 to 0.5 tons per mile where traffic is in the neighbour
hood of 400 tons per day, and is nil where traffic intensity is 700 tons 
per day. The extra cost of running a pneumatic tyred cart is 2.5 pies 
per toil per mile. • · 

It will be at once apparent that where traffic is heavy, pneumatic 
ryred carts afford an uneconomical solution to the problem. It is 
cheaper to construd a concrete road, and allow all types of traffic. 

Where traffic intensity i" low, and a road cannot be maintained at 
a cost of 2 ·5 pies per ton mile, the pneumatic tyred cart will be more 
economical. This cart ha• a considerable scope on \'"illage roads 
where traffic intensity is about 50 tons a day. A very considerable pro· 
portion of road mi !age of India carries this traffic. 

Mr. M.A. Rangaswamy (Bihar):-The author of the paper has, 
in suggesting the questionnaire for an all-India survey of the bullock
carts, raised many interesting points in his paper. 

Bullock-carts are the primary 
steel lyre wheel. of the bullock·cart 

. road surface (paras. 1 and 2 of the 
agree with the author for what is 

means of transport 
has a destructive 
Paper, page 185). 
stated above. 

in India. The 
action on the 

Every one will 

What length of 7o,ooo miles (metalled) is affected by the carts and · 
how many of 7 million carts are responsible for this ? What is the extent 
of use of the road by the bullock-cart ? Whether professional carts use 
them most, or the village carts carrying agricultural produce use them 
most ? What are the possibilities of converting the. wheels of ordinary 
bullock-carts to pneumatic ones ? Is there a possibility of improving 
the wheels on the lines indicated by l'vlr. Murrell? 

To answer the questions raised above and to find out, if there is 
really a bullock-cart problem, the author suggests a bullock cart survey. 

I think that the main problem is to have a tmffic census, and a 
continuous record of the intemity of traffic both of bul'ock-carts and 
other fast moving vehicles should be maintained. If this i~ done, one 
can easily find out what particular areas would need spectal treatment 
in road surfaces and what areas would need ordinary surfacing. There 
have been a number of experiments made for the last 1~ years. to giv': us 
an indication as to what type of road surface would sutt parttcular kmd 
of traffic. The I. R. C. in my opinion should lay down standards, 
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specifying certain kind ·of surfaces, for 'particular traffic interllities and 
segregation of bullock cart traffic and provision of creteways etc. as the 
situation may demand. 

· The cart survey, as it is suggested now, will no doubt help to gather 
a mass of information, on the type of bullock-cart now in existence, their 
period of work etc. but this information, at best, will serve to indicate 
the intensity of traffic at any particular time, at any particular place and 
possibly will help to find the information, needed, when the ume comes 
for converting them to pneumatic tyred ones. It may serve to shpw the 
extent to which the villages are served by the road, and this was stressed 
by Mr. Kynnersley.in his talk about the Pilot Road Schemes. For future 
reconstruction of roads, the main points we have to take into considera· 
tion is what type of road construction should there be, where there is 
heavy concentration of bullock-cart and other fast moving vehicular 
traffic ? Will segregation of the carts in these areas by cement concrete 
creteways be desirable ? What type of change should there be in the 
technique of construction to take the bullock cart traffic, in case, it is 
not possible to eradicate the use of the steel tyre, even by legislation or 
substitute the same by pneumatic tyre ? • 

The proposed bullock cart survey, as is envisaged, will doubtless 
answer this point too. As regards the possibilities of improvements of 
the wooden wheels, there is no doubt that great possibilities exist; you 
have seen the exhibits of wheel, outside the building designed and tested 
by Mr. Murrell and with persistent effort and encouragement, and more 
discussions in the congress, time is not far off when really cheap and 
efficient types of wheel could be evolved. 

Under item II carts, page 1100, serials 37 and 38, it would be diffi· 
cult to collect the information. Items 40 & 41 would answer the purpose, 
otherwise the questionnaire is exhaustive. 

Mr. Ghose (Bihar).-We must do. away with the offensive thing, 
the bullock-cart. Most probably, after the war, they will naturally be 
done away with. All the pneumatic tyres and vehicles that you see are 
surely not going to be wasted. After the war, someone like Tatas is 
going to buy up all these things and start a public carrier business. These 
carriers using lorries and buses will ·automatically kill bullor.k-carts by 
bringing all produce etc. from villages to markets, due to faster move
ment of transport. 

It might be of interest to students of colleges to get these data which 
Mr. Vesugar has pointed out. In the Indian Science Congress, there is 
such a membership, and they can submit their papers through a perma· 
nent member. Some similar thing will help the Indian Roads Congres.• also. 

I would add another thing. After the war, we· will have more 
synthetic rubber, and I think in the Punjab and other places the cattle 
population is being decapitated. About 15 -_cows are required now to 
give you milk for chota hazri. Same is the case with bullocks. In 
China, they ate their bullocks, and there was no . bullock cart problem. 
They are likely to disappear, and so we must have the survey quickly. 

Ral Sahib Fateh Chand (U.P.)-My qualification for speaking on 
this Paper is that I was born in the village and brought up there, · 
have served for 114 years in the villages. I appreciate the interesting 
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figu~es that the author h~ collected. Bu_t th<:>e can be of little help, I am 
afrrud, to the Road Engmeer. As I live m a village, I know what 
carts use the roads a_nd ~vhat_ carts do not. In the aggregate, g4.4 per 
cent. of the carts h\·e 111 villages because it is cheaper to maintain the 
bullock there. I must say that go per cent. of these do not use the 
roads at all. The car~ in the_ villages are of two types, one long and the 
other a small one whtch I mtght· call a single seat cart. The latter is 
meant to take those people to bazar etc. The long cart is meant to bring 
produce from fields to the village. They do no~ take that produce to the 
towns. The banias etc. come and collect these and take them to towns 
and_ cities in the 5 per cent. carts kept in the towns themselves. So 
no ~dea can be_ forn~ed by taking a census of the population or quantity of 
~ams . etc. wht~h . IS produced. Then it depends on mills and similar 
mdustnes. If It IS a sugar-cane area and there are mills, traffic on 
roads ~vou~d be very heavy. This solutio1_1 would be erroneous. My 
suggestiOn IS that the survey should be of tron tyred and non-iron tyred 
carts. It is this number of iron·tyred carts which matters. Some 1 o per 
cent. carts might use a road 30 times whereas other go per cent. might 
not use the road at all except when they go to melas etc. 

Another point is that we can do a lot by regulation of traffic. The 
damage done is great, but the percentage of carts which cause them is 
small. If we can manage that percentage, we will be able to solve the 
problem. We allow only light traffic on service roads. In the same 
way, we can regulate traffic on other roads. If you once put a cart on a 
partictlar route, it will follow it always. This remedy of regulating the 
traffic has been tried in several districts successfully, particularly with 
reference to light traffic. 

Another point is pneum'ltic tyres. They are taking the place of iron 
tyres .because they can carry much more at much less cost. It 
is also a fallacy that a pneumatic tyred cart cannot go where an 
iron tyred one can. Also these tyres wear out much less. 

Mr. A. S. Adke (Bombay).-I congratulate Mt. Vesugar for his 
very interesting paper. I was also born in a village. One point which 
was very clear from the Paper was that statistics available in India did 

. not provide the details necessary to enable the bullock-cart problems to be 
properly tackled. It is very difficult to make plans when we do not 
know exactly how much damage was being caused by bullock-carts. I, 
therefore, suggest that we should turn to para .. 42, page 194 of Mr. 
Vesugar's Paper where he suggests that the Central Government should 
undertake a survey on the lines suggested in detail by him, and that this 
Congress should pass a suitable Resolution asking the Government of 
India to have this work put in hand. 

Mr. Abdul Aziz (Punjab).-In para. 3g, page 1g3, Mr. Vesugar has 
called for suggestions for simplifying the proposed questionnaire. In my 
opinion, questions 5, 6, and 7 can be safely omitted. The information 
desired in question 5 is the acreage that can raise higher val~e crop~ with 
improved road facilities. The c~ltivators are not much mfl!'enc~d by 
road conditions as far as the growmg of staple crops such as baJra, JOwar, 
wheat rice and cotton is concerned. It is the cultivation of perishable 
crops 'such as vegetables and fruits which. can be extended when the 
facilities for the disposal of such produce are Improved. The percentage 
acreage under these crops is very very small and its increase or decrease 
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depends primarily on irrigation conditions more than on road conditions. 
Question No. 6 is about acrear:e of additional land under each. ~~op 

that can be brought under cultivation with impro,·ed road facthues. 
t-lere again in order to brim: additional land under culti,·ation it is the 
improvement ,in the irrigation conditions th.at is primarily desired. 

Question i\o.; deals with the acreage tlt,,t can be brought under 
crops but with improved well or gr.1vit\' irrig.ation. I am afraid that to 
collect the above information will be rather a confusing job for the enu· 
merators and the results obtained will be ~uess work. At present (a~d 
lam speaking of the time after the \\'ar al,ol the financial ditTic;nl~ies. m 
the way of any general improvement on a large sc.ale, of the well arrtgauo_n 
in the well irrigated areas are practically insurmountable. Similarly, !t 
will probably be not of much help as li•r as the bullock-cart problem ts 
concerned to hazard guesses on the J>O'-'ible development of an:as for 
which there are Government Irri~ation Schemes under considerataon or 
in hand. For the present the survey should best he of the prc<ent bullock· 
cart traffic conditions. 

Questions -17 and .J,g, page 201, will also be dO!licult for the enu· 
merators or the cart owners and Lambardars to answer as the enumera· 
tors wi'l have no data or definite observations to go by. :-low in t~e 
North W,est of the Punjab the bullock-carL• are conspicuous by t~et~ 
a~se~ce m ~ost parts of Attock, Mianwali, jhelum, and Ra~valpmdt 
Dtstncts. \ tllagers are not at all cart-minded admittedly cluetly due 
to the peculiar topographical nature of their eo:mtry. Here the donkey 
and e:<mel have still undisputed sway. It will be very hard to say, and 
even tf a guess is made, it will be of no statistical value as to how many 
carts will appear if the village roads are improved; J~ence questions 47 
and 49 are suggested to be omitted. 

, Question No. 2~ on page 199 is about the cost of a cart complete. 
1 he figures of cost wtll be required for }'lain carts. In the Colony Areas 
of Lyallpur and Sargodha Districts I have seen ornan.ental carts owned 
by many zamindars costing as :Ouch as Rs. 1 ,ooof- although the plain 
cart "'?ul~ cost only about Rs. 300/· The additional cost is incurred on 
embellishmg the wood work by sticking on brass and copper plates 
stars etc . 

. The q':'estionnaire is exhaustive and it is difficult to say whether 
any tnforrnauon can be omitted. 

1 ~t·1Murrell (Bihar).-Mr. Vesugar has given us an exceedingly 
t.oug t~ pa~;>er. I must confess that my first impression was that the 
survey tl earned out wo Jd 1 • · · · h 

I ' . • u resu t m collectmg more mformatton t an 
one mman mtnd could usefully employ. 

As pointed Out by the author, however this matter of the bullock· 
cart concern• not only t1 . c1 · ' • • f · 

It I . f lC roa cngmcer, but a11 alhnmistrators o agn· 
cu ura , vetennal)' orest · · d · 1 rt 1 • f ' · ' mmmg, an other mterests who have at ten 
t tc prevention o waste and the increase of efticicnev. 

What a pity we . . 1 d · · I 
I never la such a t>a1>er 'lS tins )'C'trs ago. n t tat case we would pcrh 1 . •. . • · 1 · h 

d . aps >y now have df"fimtc mformatwn on w HC 
to estgn post-war road surfaces. 
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To ~ave the best possible programme for post-war road work, we 
mu.st prov1de good rather than expensive roads. A good road is that 
wh•ch st!rves the purpose with the least expense in construction and 
maintenance. An unnecessarily high and expensive type is a bad road. 

Thus the Engineer should be able to say to the Administrator "I will 
see that you get good roads if you will obtain legislation to prevent undue 
wear and tear11

• 

Before we can decide properly what wear and tear is undue we 
should have the information made fully available by a survey of bullock
carts. 

A paper like this need much more than discussio~ in the Indian 
Roa_ds Congre.s. It needs following up. _Here, again I suggest the for
mation of a "Bullock-cart wheel Comrmttee' , or simply a "Bullock-cart 
Committee" of the Indian Roads Congress to take up this matter, with the 
least possible delay, with the Central Government, as also the question of 
large-scale experiments on the broad wooden tyre. 

We must have that Bullock-cart Committee. 

Mr. Lokanatha Mudaliar (Madras).-! shall start my comments 
by stating straight-away that I am a believer in the pneumatic tyres for the 
bullock cart used regularly and constantly on transport, as distinguished 
from the villager's cart used for joy rides and on occasional transport. 

There is a fallac>' in workinl( out the cost of pneumatic tyred carts 
basing the calculation on taking the present costs. I wish to draw attention 
to the difference between ephemeral costs and permanent value. Costs 
change fast, with world events. If the Government decide, it ought to be 
possible· to make tyres cheap enough to be practical. The economy in 
cattle and labour by the use of the pneumatic cart has been ignored. It 
was mentioned bv a Food Adviser to Government that Boo carts of the 
present type wouid be required to haul the goods equivalent to one train. 
He added that the paucity of carts and the condition of the roads made 
transport of food-stuffs difficult. 

If we had developed the pneumatic tyred carts, we would be saving 
75 per cent. of this number, for producing food in the field. I had made 
43 pneumatic tyred water carts in a District Board to supplant lorries for 
road watering purposes. These carts were later used on famine works 
and proYed their immense use as also established the fact that these carts 
could be taken on all sorts of cart-tracks. Pneumatic tyred carts are used 
by Municipalities and Mill owners to great advantage. 

I made a number of experiments on improved bearings of the steel 
tyred wheel but results were not encouraging and led to the conclusion 
that the pneumatic tyre is the sine qua non of improved bearings. So 
the pneumatic tyre is to be welcomed for the mechanical efficiency furni
shed by it. 
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In the survey the cost of maintenance of cart per ton should be 
given preference to and abridging the many other details about cost. 

Mr. All Ahmed (Assam)-:\lr. Vesugar deserves great credit for 
the useful facts and figure• collected by him and compiled !n his paper. 
At the beginning of his paper he has, howe\•er, made a swecpmg statement 
with which I cannot but differ. Hr. savs "Evcrv ton of produce moved 
in India, whatever its ultimate destination or method of transport must 
travel by cart for the first stage of its journe~··•. I am sure he would 
not have made this statement if he had not postponed his prop·>sed tour 
of Assam during the last month. In Assam particularly in the Surma 
Valley districts agricultural produce is carried either over the should~r 
of the villager in a "BainJi" or in small boats by water routes before !t 
reaches the weekly hat or market, from whence the traders remove It 
either by motor transport or by boat to large towns or Railway Station. 
Some twenty-five years ago there were hardly any carts u"'d in transport 
in the Surma Valley, the same applied to other districts of Eastern Bengal, 
the main reason being that water-borne transport is b?t~ ~~e~p 
and easy and boats carry the greater part of the produce m Its m1ual 
stages and a good deal of long-distance transport is also feasible by large 
boats and steamers. In these areas, therefore, the bullock cart d"?"" 
not play the part which it does in other parts of India and this e.xplat~ 
the reason why the number of bullock carts is comparl\tively small m 
Assam. 

The statement made in para. g, Page 186 of the paper that "t~e . 
abnormally low cart population inN. W. F. P. and Assam and to certatn 
extent, Sind, can be explained by the nature of the terrain which either 
due to mountainous, desert or dense jungle conditions, militates against 
agricultural exploitation of the land", needs modification, for while this 
could apply to carts per square mile, it could hardly dn so in regard to 
carts per rooo persons as these ratios could not be affected by presence 
of mountains, deserts or dense jungle where there is no population. In 
the case of Assam ~t is mainly due to cheap water-borne transport t!1at 
the number of carts IS so small, and it is difficult to apportion the fractton 
of produce which is carried by carts. 

I 

In paragraph 34, Page 192·, Mr. Vesugar has stated that agricultural 
produce averages Si md. per head. It can easily be inferred from this that 
damag~ to roads due to steel tyre bullock·cilrts occurs only where such 
traffic 1s concentrated near towns and railway stations. The concentrat
~ cart traffic near Lucknow where loaded carts come mostly inward 
1s an example and here as we had seen during the Road~ Congress at 
Luck now, separate concrete strip had been provided at the sides, for 
bullock carts, whereas the main central carriageway was black-topped 
for the u.se of motor traffic. . As the problem of an All India Bullock-Ca~t 
Survey 1s of stupendous d1mensions I think it will be sufficient 1f 

0 • , ' 

~tttenllo!' IS concentrated to those areas only where bullock-cart traffic 
IS e_xt~ns!ve due to their industrial importance or location of trade centres. 
T_h1s h'!"ted Survey can, I believe, go a long way in determining the 
d1mens1ons of the problem which the road engineers have to face for 
devising ways and means to reduce the damage to road by bullock-carts. 
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_Mr. ~TESU~AR (Author) replying to the speakers and ·winding up 
the diSCUSSIOn Sa1d :- . . 

Mr. GnanaJ?rakasam. has made a_ d~finite suggestion that alternative 3 
may be f?llowed m coll_ectmg th~ statistiCS and has shown why this is the 
only poSSJb_le method m Madras. I wish he had not approved of the 
quest10nna1re so whole-heartedly and instead suggested drastic reduction. 

1\_Ir. Khanna makes a very interesting- and economically sound .. 
suggestion, that in considering the movement of goods the incidence of the 
c_ost of haulage should be considered in conjunction with that of construc
tmg and maintaining the "permanent way". His conclusions on the 
types of roads justified according to the intensity 'of traffic,. are interesting. 
The ?eveh;>pment of this theme would need a paper to itself and I hope 
he will wnte one some day. The conclusions about concrete road surface 
versus rubber tyres is iUuminating, and I have no doubt that these indicate 
the way towards a possible solution. 

Mr. Rangaswami feels that what is required is a traffic survey and 
not a bullock-cart survey. I am afraid I cannot agree with this. A 
tr~ffic census would have to be over the whole year and over 200,000 

nules. I cannot see any means of doing this by either random or selective 
sampling. Further, a traffic survey may serve for the limited purpose 
of deciding on types of road crusts but the same result could be obtained 
through a cart survey with the additional advantage in the latter case that 
a complete pictur~ of the problem of primary transport in India would be 
obtained at the same time. The results required by a traffic census should 
be possible, under the "self-help" scheme suggested at the end of the 
paper in paras. 52 and 53· 

Mr. Gho•h mentioned that in China they ate their bullocks and 
thus. there was no bullock cart problem. He hoped that transport will be 
quickly mechanized. I may mention that in Russia they killed off their 
horses for another reason with the result that, although millions of people 
died owing to the ensuing famine, an enormous number of tractors and 
combine; came into being. I trust mechanization especially of transport 
will come into India soon as a process of evolution and without any 
suffering to the people. However so long as the bullock is required for 
drawing the plough, the bullook-cart will also remain as a means of 
primary transport. I am informed on very good authority that a reduc
tion of the cattle population and concentration on improvement in breed 
both for ·draught and for milk would give a much stronger net animal 
power than at present. This is, however, outside the purview of the 
road engineer. Mr. Ghosh has also made a good suggestion about interest
ing college students in road matter. I would go further and suggest a 
drive to make each school and college adopt a partkular road or group 
of roads not only for improving the physical aspect of communication but 
also for promoting road and traffic-mindedness. 

Mr. Abdul Aziz has pointed out that with the improvement in 
transport conditions, it is not the acreage which increases but the 
character of crops. This is obvious and we may, therefore, omit from 
the questionnaire the numbers he desires to cut out. 
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. It was pleasant w hear Mr. ~(udaliar speak · from practical 
experience of working with pneumatic tyred carts. Hi. experience about 
bearings is valuable. He has come to the conclusion that it is a waste 
of time trying to improve wheel bearing'! and the correct solution lies in 
having pneumatic tyres with the type of hub that goes with this kind of 
wheel. I have always smpected thi• and I am glad it has l><"en substan
tiated from experience. 

Whether this suggested bullock-cart survey comes off or not, I hope 
we shall make the efforts to gather the information required for sound 
assessment of this problem that lies in our own power to collect. A• 
pointed out at.the end of thO. paper to get thL-sc statistics does not entail 
any serious amount of extra work, I hope, therefore, that a beginning will 
be made at least \\~th our trying to help ourseh·es. 


